
Critical Writing

Compare & 
Contrast



1. Evaluating Sources
2. Using “RAVEN” mnemonic

This Lesson (6):



Structuring a Compare & Contrast
- Compare and contrast two similar things, people, events, or ideas (A and 

B)
- First, find the similarities between A and B
- Then, discuss the differences between A and B
- Draw a conclusion: which is better, more effective, worse, more useful, 

etc.
- Your CONCLUSION will form the basis of your THESIS (first paragraph)



THESIS
1. You must know what your conclusion is going to be before you can 

formulate your thesis;
2. This requires research and data collection before you draw a conclusion
3. Your thesis is stated in your first paragraph



Thesis Paragraph Example

“Historians have long debated when WW2 actually came to an end.  The 
majority hold that the war ended with the cessation of hostilities in the 
Pacific in 1946.  However, a growing body of experts argue that the war 
did not properly end until the Vietnam war, thirty years later.  In this 
paper, I will argue that WW2 ended with the fall of Saigon in 1975.”



Thesis Features: “I”
Note the use of the sentence, “In this paper, I will demonstrate/show/argue…”

In this context, it is perfectly acceptable (and commonplace) to use the first person 
in stating a thesis.

This is common practice in academia.



Paragraph Structure
1. Every paragraph has three parts:

Topic Sentence (thesis...what the paragraph is about)

Supporting sentences (arguments in support/demonstration of the topic)

Transition (sentence setting up or leading into the next topic sentence)



Conclusion
A conclusion to an essay should NOT be a simple summation of the essay, unless 
the essay is descriptive or expository

If an essay is rhetorical, the conclusion should illustrate either:

(a) That the thesis has been demonstrated
(b) What the consequences of the thesis are
(c) What further study is required


